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Abstract--The bilateral symmetry of the larval body may arise epigenetically even in animal forms 
with bilaterally symmetrical eggs. In insects, this can be shown by development of parallel twins from 
eggs or early embryos plit along their midlines. The present contribution explores the possibility that 
epigenetic symmetrization is based on circular asymmetries pre-existing in the egg cell. This possibility 
is suggested by phylogenetic considerations and by data based on epimorphic regeneration of larval 
appendages. The author proposes an experimental test discriminating between circular and bilaterally 
symmetrical prepatterns in primitive insects. 
Bilateral symmetry is a striking feature in the external appearance ofmost multicellular nimals, 
which however may be accompanied by a wealth of hidden asymmetries[7]. The bilateral 
organization was reproduced faithfully and constantly through millions of generations and by 
myriads of individuals, which indicates that it must be encoded in the egg cell and its genome 
in a very reliable manner. Yet this need not mean that bilaterality is encoded as a bilaterally 
symmetrical "prepattern"[11] or array of singularities guiding development in mirror image 
fashion from the beginning. Much more likely, bilaterality is encoded as a set of prescriptions 
which guide interaction ofthe system's components among themselves and with external physical 
factors, and thereby de novo generate a bilateral pattern during early embryogenesis. This 
"epigenetic" origin of bilateral symmetry is strikingly evident in spiralian embryogenesis (see 
below) and during nematode development[ 12], but bilaterality appears to arise epigenetically 
even in those animal eggs that are themselves of bilaterally symmetrical shape and internal 
organization (mainly found in insects and cephalopods). At least in some insects, the evidently 
bilateral egg organization is not required as a prepattern on which to model the bilateral body. 
This is shown by the fact that the isolated left and right halves of such insect eggs (or of the 
embryonic rudiments developing in them) can each produce a bilaterally symmetrical larval 
body[4,8,9]. 
Several formal possibilities for epigenetically generating bilateral symmetry could be thought 
of. The one to be considered here, first conceived uring discussions with L. Bischoff and H. 
O. Gutzeit[ 1,10], is derived from current ideas on pattern formation in regenerating insect and 
amphibian appendages, and might (if necessary) be defended on phylogenetic grounds. It 
generates bilateral symmetry on the basis of a pre-existing circular asymmetry. 
The phylogenetic background of my proposition is as follows. Insects are thought to derive 
from annelid type ancestors with eggs developing by spiral cleavage. In this type of cleavage, 
the early daughter cells of the egg are arranged in polarized circular patterns expressing a definite 
and constant chirality or handedness while frequently lacking any indications of bilaterality 
(Fig. 1). Yet the adults are of strictly bilateral organization, and their median plane coincides 
with the rotational axis of the cleavage stages. 
As for recent formal models of postembryonic patterning, these were largely influenced 
by the concepts of positional information[15,16] and the "clock face" or polar coordinate 
model[2,3], both mainly based on data from regeneration experiments. The former concept 
states that the individual cells or cell groups during ontogenesis somehow "sense" their relative 
positions in the developing system and that they "interpret" this "positional information" by 
embarking on position-specific developmental pathways; the overall result is that different cells 
perform different developmental sks in a reproducible spatial pattern. When the interpretation 
process has been initiated, a cell or group of cells can be removed experimentally from its 
original position and yet continue its course of development; i  is then thought to have acquired 
a "positional value", a more or less stable intrinsic property guiding its further development. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of spiral cleavage at the transition from the 4-cell stage to the 8-cell stage; the equators of the 
mitotic spindles mark the future cleavage planes separating 4 small upper cells from 4 large lower cells. Note 
the two enantiomorph atterns and circular asymmetries (arrows) which in molluscs depend on the mother's 
genotype. In annelid worms, the future median plane coincides with the rotational axis of spiral cleavage. In 
many spiralians, the median plane seems predetermined already in the egg stage. However, in others it is 
determined by an epigenetic hance decision during early embryogenesis[13]. 
The "clock face model" and its more recent variants (reviewed in [14]) propose that he positional 
values in a row of cells form a continuum, depending perhaps on the continuous variation of 
some physico-chemical p rameter(s) over space. A second tenet of the model is that juxtaposition 
of cells with strongly disparate positional values causes intercalation of the missing values 
(usually by intercalation of daughter cells which somehow acquire these values). In the clock 
face model proper, these principles are applied to a ring of cells representing, for instance, a
section across the epithelial tube which forms the basic structure of an insect leg [Fig. 2(a)]. 
The positional values of individual cells or cell groups are numbered on this ring in analogy to 
the figures on a clock face, with the additional tenet that the 12/0 transition has no special 
status over the other positions--the hands of the clock, too, pass over this position as over any 
other point on the clock face. The interesting aspects of this circular array of positional values 
are revealed when one removes ectors from the circle of values [Fig. 2(c)] and anneals the 
resulting free edges [Fig. 2(d)]; experimentally this can be done by cutting bits from larval 
insect legs and let the wound margins fuse. This operation juxtaposes disparate positional values, 
and this in turn triggers intercalation of the missing values [Fig. 2(e)]. The latter process obeys 
the rule of "shortest route intercalation". Between any two values on the clock face there exist 
two possible routes of intercalation. The rule prescribes that intercalation should occur the 
shortest way, i.e. via the smaller number of new values; for example, when values 3 and 6 are 
confronted, intercalation should generate values 4 and 5 in between, and not values 7 -8 -9 -  
10-11-12/0-1-2. However, this rule leaves the system with an ambiguity in situations where 
both possible routes are of equal ength (as e.g. from 3 to 9). Such situations are credited with 
having dramatic onsequences, namely "distal regeneration" or rather distal outgrowth[2,3l 
(see below). Finally, the model permits uneven spacing of positional values to occur in the 
intact system; for instance, the values from 3 to 8 might be crowded into one quarter of the 
circumference while the other values were spread over the remaining three quarters [Fig. 2(b)]. 
Why are these formal models relevant for our topic? Because of the fact that the embryonic 
rudiment, called the germ anlage, and one of its adnexes (the amnion) on principle represent 
an epithelial tube (albeit closed anteriorly and posteriorly). More correctly this tube can be 
described as a heart-shaped pithelial vesicle, the upper wall representing the bilaterally sym- 
metrical germ anlage [Fig. 2(f)]. Each half of the germ anlage will give rise to the respective 
body half; the germ anlage thus forms the bilaterally symmetrical basis from which the larval 
body develops. 
We shall now consider under what conditions a bilaterally symmetrical pattern could arise 
from a circular array of positional values like that shown in Fig. 2(f). On a. formal level this 
is quite simple. The cells merely need to interpret positions on either side of a "midline position" 
in a symmetrical fashion. If position 6 is assumed to specify the midline [Fig. 2(f), 3(b)], cells 
with the positional value 5 should develop like those with positional value 7, cells with positional 
value 4 like those with positional value 8, and so on. The alternative possibility would be a 
bilaterally symmetrical rray of positional values [Fig. 3(a)]. In the latter case cells from positions 
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Fig. 2. Features of the clock face model[3] (a-e) and positional values postulated for the transverse plane of 
the embryonic rudiment in the stone cricket. (a) Clock face arrangement of positional values in a cross section 
through an epithelial tube (like the hypoderm of an insect leg). (b) A part of the circumference (values 4 and 
5) is removed. (c) The margins have annealed, confronting positional values 3 and 6. (d) This confrontation 
triggers intercalation f cells with the intervening positional values (values 4 and 5). (e) Positional values may 
be spaced unevenly on the circumference. (f) The embryonic rudiment of the stone cricket at the time when 
bilateral symmetry is clearly expressed. The rudiment is a heart-shaped pithelial vesicle of which the dorsal 
(= upper) wall represents he germ anlage proper and the ventral (lower) wall the amnion. The transverse cut 
exposes circular positional values, the amnion being characterized bya single value (0/12). The "ears" of the 
germ anlage are the anterior rims of the head lobes. 
symmetrical to the midline [e.g. position 4 on either side, Fig. 3(a)] would not recognize ach 
other as being different when confronted experimentally, while equally located cells with dif- 
fering positional values [say 4 and 8, Fig. 3(b)] would do so and should initiate intercalation 
between them. 
A simple experiment might discriminate between these two alternatives, provided that all 
cells of  the amnion were to share a single positional value [named 12/0 in Fig. 2( f ) ] - -which 
seems tenable because the amnion throughout i s temporary existence reveals no signs of regional 
differentiation. The crucial experiment consists in cutting the embryonic vesicle diagonally and 
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Fig, 3. Diagram showing the coordinates for alternative grids of positional values which might conceivably 
exist in the germ anlage of the stone cricket; the cells at grid position c4 are marked by a circle in the right 
hand figure. Longitudinal values are marked by letters identical for both alternatives. Transverse values (numerals) 
differ in being arranged in a mirror image configuration (a) or monotonically as in Fig. 2(f) (b); in both cases, 
positional value 6 is the "midline value". 
let the cut rim of the germ anlage heal to that of the amnion. The latter step would confront 
cells of positional values 1-11 or 1-6, resp., with the amnion cells of positional value 12/0, 
thereby triggering intercalation of the positional values missing in between. As shown in Fig. 
4, this intercalation would lead to quite different grids of positional values on the two alternative 
assumptions. With bilaterally symmetrical positional values, intercalation would always occur 
"downhill", and a tapering bilaterally symmetrical pattern should result [Fig. 4(a)]. With 
circular positional values, shortest route intercalation would be downhill in the posterior parts 
(where less than half of the original germ anlage was spared), but uphill in the anterior egions 
where the positional value at the cut margin exceeded the midline value [Fig. 4(b)]. The net 
difference would seem negligible, were it not for the ambiguous ituation arising in the region 
where the cut transects the midline. At this level both routes for intercalation are of equal ength. 
Both together would represent a complete circle of positional values (see large numerals in Fig. 
4 (b)). As stated above, such a circle is to trigger distal outgrowth (2, 3), thereby obeying the 
"complete perimeter theorem"[6]. In insect legs, distal outgrowth constructs a supernumerary 
distal part (tip) of leg; by analogy, in the germ anlage distal outgrowth should produce a 
supernumerary posterior end of body, containing all segments located posterior to the longi- 
tudinal position at which the complete circle formed [positions below f in Fig. 4(b)]. 
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Fig. 4. The patterns of intercalation expected after oblique cutting and annealing of germ anlage and amnion. 
The figure shows only part of the grids outlined in Fig. 3, with longitudinal positional values (letters) indicated 
between the two alternative grids. Transverse positional values existing before the experiment are underlined: 
the value on the right hand end of each line was confronted with the 12/0 value of the amnion on annealing. 
Seeming incongruencies in the spacing of intercalated values would disappear if, in agreement with the well 
established "rule of Barfurth", the rows of intercalated values were arranged at right angles to the cut (i.e. 
slanting down towards the right). No predictions are possible for the posteriormost regions ince the posterior 
tip of the germ anlage represents a budding zone[4] where cells may not yet have acquired specific positional 
values. With a bilaterally symmetrical rrangement of positional values (left), intercalation leads to a bilaterally 
symmetrical pattern lacking an increasing number of medial elements owards the posterior end. With monotonic 
or clock face arrangement of positional values (right), a "complete circle" ambiguity[2] (large figures) results 
where the cut transects the midline. The "complete perimeter theorem"[6] would here require the outgrowth 
of a posterior end of body beginning with longitudinal position f. This supernumerary posterior end should stick 
out laterally from the body since transverse positional values 3 and 9 are located halfways between the ventral 
and (future) dorsal midlines represented by values 6 and 12/0, respectively. 
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The experiment just discussed was in fact performed some decades ago by Gerhard and 
Johanna Krause, using embryos of the stone cricket Tachycines[5]. In contrast to the predictions 
of Fig. 4, the "posterior" or normal abdomen did not noticeably taper. This difference can be 
explained by the well-proven fact that the posterior part of the germ anlage lags behind in 
development[4] and the cells might not yet be committed to specific positional values. A most 
relevant coincidence, however, is that after oblique cutting several embryos did indeed form a 
second tip of body projecting roughly at right angles from the cut flank (Fig. 5)--as would be 
predicted on the basis of circular positional values [Fig. 4(b)]. 
Krause and Krause[5] explained this unexpected result by assuming that part of the posterior 
"budding zone" had been carried anteriorly by the needle during the cutting operation. This 
explanation by itself is at least as tenable as the one suggested in Fig. 4(b), yet it fails to account 
for the fact that additional abdomens of this type were rarely if ever seen after other types of 
cut. At present a decision between these alternative xplanations i not possible because the 
number of relevant published experiments i  much too low, and the course of development in
the obliquely cut embryos was difficult to monitor. The available experimental results thus 
cannot provide support for the hypothesis outlined in Fig. 4(b). However, they are compatible 
with this hypothesis. 
In closing, some theoretical considerations pro and contra circular asymmetries a the basis 
for bilaterality should be discussed. Dr. J. Mittenthal pointed out to me that serious problems 
would arise if the transverse (or circumferential) positional values remained circular into the 
larval stages. In this case the clock face model would predict strong discrepancies in positional 
value between the legs sprouting from opposite sides of the body. Such differences did not 
show up in the many experiments on record which should have revealed them, for instance 
when a larval leg from one body side was grafted with the same dorsoventral orientation on a 
leg stump on the other body side[3]. However, as stressed by Curt Stern[1 1], ontogenesis can 
be viewed as a succession of spatial inhomogeneities or patterns, each serving as the prepattern 
for the next and more complicated pattern. With this picture in mind one might propose that 
the earliest bilateral pattern is based on circular positional values, but once established it serves 
as a prepattern generating a system of bilaterally symmetrical positional values which thereafter 
would guide and control further development. Among the attractions of circular primary pre- 
patterns I count the fact that they allow simpler formal rules (to be discussed elsewhere) for 
generating the type of symmetrization bserved by Krause[4] after splitting the germ anlage 
Fig. 5. Ventral view of operation performed on the embryonic rudiment of the stone cricket by Krause and 
Krause[5], and dorsal view of resulting larval body. Note tip of supernumerary posterior body sticking out to 
the left (arrow). The part oriented towards the bottom of the figure carries three sets of terminal structures 
instead of one; this is an additional complication not observed in other cases. (From Krause{4], used by 
permission. ) 
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very early. Moreover,  circular prepatterns might ultimately be linked to the chiral asymmetries 
characterizing so many organic molecu les - -asymmetr ies  which have for long been envisioned 
as guiding deviations from symmetry in higher animals[7,16]. 
My  speculative contribution to this issue was aimed at drawing attention to a possible 
formal mode of ontogenetic symmetrization overlooked so far, in the hope that it might stimulate 
repetition of  the experiments of  Krause and Krause[5] or call forth some other experimentum 
crucis in the future. 
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